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Cloud computing enables a revolutionary paradigm of consuming ICT services. However, due to the inadequately described service information, users often feel confused while trying to find the optimal services. Although some approaches are proposed to deal with cloud service retrieval and recommendation issues, they would only work for certain restricted scenarios in dealing with basic service specifications. Indeed, the missing extent is that most of the cloud services are “agile” whilst there are many vague service terms and descriptions. This paper proposes an agility-oriented and fuzziness-embedded cloud service ontology model, which adopts agility-centric design along with OWL2 (Web Ontology Language) fuzzy extensions. The captured cloud service specifications are maintained in an open and collaborative manner, as the fuzziness in the model accepts rating updates from users on the fly. The model enables comprehensive service specification by capturing cloud concept details and their interactions, even across multiple service categories and abstraction levels. Utilizing the model as a knowledge base, a service recommendation system prototype is developed. Case studies demonstrate that the approach can outperform existing practices by achieving effective service search, retrieval and recommendation outcomes.

1. Introduction

Cloud computing revolutionizes the world’s ICT with on-demand provisioning, pay-per-use self-service, ubiquitous network access and location-independent resource pooling. Its reliable, scalable and elastic computational services and resource provision can adapt rapidly and effectively to nearly all kinds of needs for all major industry sectors [1, 2]. As considerable efforts are made to drive and enhance the interoperability and composition of cloud services/resources [3, 4, 5], significant research gaps are found among the proposed service reference frameworks and models. On the other hand, along with the rapid development in the field, the number of cloud services continues growing whilst the market becomes increasingly complex. Cloud service consumers (CSCs) thus, may need to dig deeply to find the optimal services, by researching on a large number of service descriptions, characteristics, properties, service level agreements (SLAs), etc. Furthermore, regarding the services’ features, functionalities, customizability and interoperability, etc., existing cloud service providers (CSPs) offer a diversity of interfaces, standards, policies and SLA parameters, which result into numerous difficulties in service information retrieval, interpretation and analysis [6, 7]. Consequently, these impose urgent needs and great challenges on the specification and retrieval of cloud services, whereas an effective cloud service recommendation system is in demand for a variety of CSCs.

Recently, as a series of cloud computing/service semantic models propagate [4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], they suffer from certain limitations. Firstly, the majority of the existing models cannot maintain comprehensive service information across multiple abstraction levels (i.e. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)). These models fail to reveal the various agile interactions among cloud services and resources of such matrix structure (e.g. SaaS services can be deployed on PaaS platforms whilst PaaS services may rely on IaaS resources). Secondly, a limited number of models can effectively present the diverse full and potential service functions and features; none of them clarifies the range of connections or cooperation among cloud services and companies who have (hidden) relationships (e.g. some cloud services can orchestrate with others whilst some CSPs have certain industry relationships). Thirdly, most of the cloud services are “agile”, i.e. adaptable at run time in their functions, interfaces, capacity, etc. Yet, such agility aspects are often ignored or poorly disclosed in existing models. Consequently, the lack of these critical aspects would cause ineffectiveness while implementing service search, discovery, retrieval, and recommendation tasks.

To eliminate the above limitations, a novel semantic model is proposed, notably the agility-oriented and fuzziness-embedded cloud service ontology (AoFeCSO). It adopts an agility-centric design and maximally utilizes the full range of OWL2 specifications. Moreover, AoFeCSO is deployed as a fuzziness-embedded model that stays active. It comprises fuzzy weighted service specifications to present inexplicit/controversial facts. The fuzzy weights can be collected from CSCs, CSPs and cloud service brokers (CSBs), through the form of “collaborative
service specification fuzzy ratings’’, i.e. users can collaborate to rate the service specification applicability. Compared with the conventional ontology building and managing processes executed by limited number of field experts, the novel collaborative ratings make AoFeCSO more resourceful as well as more credible. This would bring much more cloud computing knowledge than any single group of experts does alone.

Using AoFeCSO as a central interacting knowledge base, a collaborative cloud service search, retrieval and recommendation system (CSR) prototype is developed. With its built-in fuzzy rating management and ontology evolution mechanism, CSR facilitates automatic and dynamic model evolution without interrupting concurrent service retrieval actions. The paper’s contributions are: 1) an agility-oriented and fuzziness-embedded cloud service semantic model that maintains comprehensive and in-depth service information; it ultimately comprises a diversity of cloud service descriptions, service resource aspects, characteristics and features, plus their interactions, as a single retrievable knowledge source; 2) a cloud service recommendation system that is deployed on top of the model, allowing system users to not only search and retrieve cloud services flexibly and effectively, but also participate in model contents updates, which ultimately drive dynamic model evolution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background concepts and knowledge. Section 3 defines the architecture design of the proposed semantic model. Section 4 describes the adopted fuzzy OWL2 extension technique and ontology fuzzy assertion management. Section 5 illustrates the prototype implementation and component interactions. Section 6 uses a case study to demonstrate how the proposed model captures cloud service specifications and how the relevant prototype features for cloud service search, recommendation and retrieval are provided. Section 7 evaluates the model using state-of-the-art ontology evaluation approaches. Section 8 discusses the related research regarding web/cloud service semantic model, service recommendation system and ontology fuzzy extension. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper with summaries and future work.

2. Background

In recent years, Web Ontology Language (OWL) [13] has been widely adopted for web service semantic specifications [14, 15]. The formal entity specification and reference framework can enable the integration of a wide range of aspects, e.g. context information [16], user requirements [17], business processes [18]. Accordingly, this would assist service design, development, invocation and composition tasks in pervasive environments [6].

In fact, unlike web services and many other domains, cloud computing involves many vague and imprecise descriptions, terms, categorizations, etc. This may incur several issues during specification process. For instance, according to the majority of literature, “availability” and “security” are two separate service properties, yet some [19, 20] argue that availability is a sub category of security. For those diverse service models and characteristics, should Amazon S3, Dropbox and Google Drive be regarded as SaaS, PaaS, IaaS or Storage-as-a-Service? Do they have the same extent (degree to the capability) towards scalability, reliability, interpretability? Indeed, conventional OWL/OWL2 modeling techniques cannot handle the above scenarios effectively, since they are designed to clarify explicit knowledge with concrete axioms, either true or false [6]. Fundamentally, this is due to the formal description logical (DL) consistency requirement which does not support such fuzziness [21, 22].

Fuzzy logic (FL) is a well-known extension to DL that has been used widely in many fields. It includes two theories, known as fuzzy set [23] and fuzzy relationship [24]. The former describes vague subsumption between classes and their members, whereas the latter specifies uncertain relationships between individuals and classes. On the other hand, probabilistic logic network [25] (PLN) is another theory for uncertainty representation and inferences. It extends the existing fuzzy theories and their reasoning applicability to a great extent: the FL’s fuzzy membership theory is further divided into a number of detailed scenarios (e.g. degree belonging, chance belonging, sharing partial properties and overall weighted judgment). The FL’s fuzzy relationship theory is extended with higher-order and N-ary logical relationships.

While traditional OWL modeling techniques cannot handle and express uncertainties, FL and PLN theories is able to provide extended logic (reasoning) support for fuzzy specifications. AoFeCSO adopts OWL2 fuzzy extensions on the ground of these theories. This significantly enhances the accuracy of the model specification and expression with the most appropriate facts. More specifically, as an ordinary ontology axiom can only clarify a definite fact, a fuzzy-extended axiom can describe the fact along with “a truth degree”. The degree of truth, usually a float of interval (0, 1), is viewed as the fuzzy weight of the axiom. With such weighted assertions, AoFeCSO is able to clarify a variety of vague specifications. For instance, a service owns certain “partial” properties. A service works “closely” with another service. A service is sometimes but not always regarded as what it is being specified.

3. AoFeCSO model architecture design

This section presents the design of the proposed cloud service ontology. Firstly, it introduces the loosely-coupled and agility-centric ontology design features. Subsequently, the design of the object property, data property and annotation property constructions are revealed respectively. Finally, it discusses the ontology design patterns adoption and application.

3.1. Loosely-coupled foundation

AoFeCSO is deployed with a “loosely-coupled” ontology foundation. Firstly, it adopts flexible membership classifications, which enables loose (class) boundary restrictions. Secondly, it maximally utilizes property specifications for enhanced reasoning application. More specifically, they are represented as follows:

1) In AoFeCSO, cloud services are asserted as individuals that belong to the respected cloud company classes (instead of certain cloud service models). Among those who are related, there are appropriate relationships such as “rely resource of”, “have control over” and “can orchestrate with”.

2) The cloud service delivery/deploymen models and role/party specification are revealed via object relationships. Object property specifications are asserted from a cloud service towards its respected service model/role classes, e.g. service A “is delivered as” IaaS; service B “is deployed as” public cloud; company C “is recognized as” CSP. In this way, in AoFeCSO, a service may own multiple models and roles, e.g. both IaaS and SaaS, both public and private cloud, or even both CSC and CSP.

3) The characteristics and properties that cloud services apply as illustrated as they have some relationships with the sub entities of main service attribute classes, e.g. service characteristics (elasticity, adaptability, reliability, etc.) and service features (monitoring, notification, multiple OS and programming language support, migration and transition support, etc.).
4) In AoFeCSO, a cloud service can own several functions as well. Except of the main designed function(s), a service is often specified with additional functions as long as it can serve the purpose. For instance, IaaS compute services may also provide application development platform, or even network, database and storage functions.

3.2. Agility-centric design

In cloud computing, agility is generally referred as the ability of a cloud service to react appropriately and rapidly to certain (adaptation, customizability, interoperability, etc.) requirements [26]. In fact, such reaction capability may counts on a diversity of service elements, such as the service deployment, flexible resource provision, comprehensive monitoring, notification, orchestration support, etc.

Fundamentally, the functions a service achieves should matter the most regarding one’s agility, since different functions require distinct architecture designs and resource provisions [1, 26]. Most of the SaaS services, for instance, rely on fairly limited computational resources and provide single or very limited functions. Meanwhile, typical PaaS services do not necessarily have fixed application-scale functions; instead, they are often to develop or deploy certain applications/services where certain (potential) usage/functions can be achieved. Similarly, for those IaaS services which are designed for general computing needs, they would offer greater service control, access and customization whilst they can achieve even more (potential) usage purposes. Indeed, the ranges of functions and resources a cloud service is deployed decide its agility during service composition. Accordingly, agility inevitably becomes the link while specifying the above service function aspects and their potential interactions.

The various cloud service characteristics and features can be viewed as the further information regarding one’s main and potential service functions [1, 26]. Elasticity and scalability, for instance, are typical cloud service characteristics. Their sub-concepts (e.g. available VM sizes, scaling options, further details of vCPU speed/cores, intranet/Internet connection speed, memory and virtual storage sizes, etc.) are, in fact, detailing a service’s capability of scaling, either up/down or in/out as required. Therefore, elasticity and scalability are extremely relevant to cloud service agility. Likewise, the ability to support different platforms, OSs, programming languages and application programming interfaces (APIs) can reflect cloud service agility. The supporting platforms, OSs, programming languages and APIs clearly state a service’s interoperability and configurability towards its agility. Similarly, detailed notification, monitoring and security features can be considered relevant to cloud service agility. Notification basically comprises the different service usage notifications and various service health notifications. Monitoring consists of a diversity of service element notification, log monitoring, performance monitoring, and security monitoring. Cloud security aspects are generally divided into access control and data security. Access control comprises the different layers that a cloud service supports for its security implementation, e.g. application layer, data layer, network layer, process layer and system layer [27, 28]. Data security involves the data encryption and management supports for its security implementation, e.g. client/application encryption, data loss prevention, database encryption, externally managed encryption, file/folder encryption and digital rights management, instance managed encryption, link network encryption, and provider managed encryption, proxy encryption [29, 30]. Indeed, all these aspects above are often deployed as the guarantee for cloud service agility requirements, since they ensure the availability, reliability, integrity, confidentiality for appropriate agility responses. Consequently, a wide range of service characteristics and features are seen as the detailed reflection of cloud service agility.

As a result, illustrates in Fig. 1, agility becomes the bridging aspect that incorporates cloud service functions, characteristics and features, both functionally and non-functionally. To this extent, agility becomes the overall reflection of a cloud service’s profile and capability. This is how AoFeCSO models cloud service specification by focusing the in-depth cloud service concept details and their relationships.

3.3. Ontology construction
Built on the ground of the existing cloud computing/service models and knowledge, AoFeCSO adopts the full range of OWL2 property assertions, where several property handling techniques are employed. Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate the extensions AoFeCSO achieved in contrast to other existing models (i.e. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 31]).

3.3.1 In-depth cloud service object property assertion

In ontology, an object property declares a certain relationship between two entities. While existing practices [4, 9] utilize such for attributing cloud service characteristics, functional and non-functional properties, very few touch the details of how or how well those cloud services own these characteristics and properties.

Shown in Fig. 2, AoFeCSO describes the lower-level details regarding the service characteristics and features. For instance, scalability is divided into vertical scalability and horizontal scalability, where each of them has individual sets of concepts. Security comprises access control and data security; each category leads to own sets of security aspects [19, 29]. By digging into the details and relating them with appropriate cloud services, AoFeCSO is capable of expressing in-depth facts of cloud services’ characteristics, features and functions.

3.3.2 Explicit cloud service and concept relationship assertion

Existing models [4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 32] tend to ignore the many relationships among cloud computing concept. Firstly, the interoperability between CSPs and cloud services is often inexpressively expressed. Indeed, many CSPs are found with certain industry connections; several cloud services are built with the ability to interact agilely with others. Secondly, interactions among certain cloud service properties are often missed. In fact, there are several obvious/hiden relationships among cloud service characteristics, features and functions. For instance, scalability is often attributed to elasticity to a certain extent; monitor features may affect services' scaling and load balancing behaviors.

Demonstrated in Fig. 2, AoFeCSO covers these relationships via individual-to-individual, class-to-class and individual-to-class object property assertions. Among such relevant cloud services, companies and other concepts, various direct/indirect and strong/weak relationships are explicitly revealed (e.g. “has industry relationship with”, “is controlled by”, “affects”, etc.) As these object properties are asserted with property characteristics such as “transitive”, “symmetric” and “inverse property”, it further expanded concepts for in-depth object property assertion.

Fig. 2. Advances of AoFeCSO in dealing with ontology object properties
Fig. 3. Advances of AoFeCSO in dealing with ontology data properties allows DL reasoner to reason new inferred cloud service relationships. In this way, AoFeCSO becomes a densely interconnected ontology model in which very few entities/concepts are seen “isolated” on their own.

3.3.3 Categorized and comprehensive data property assertion

Most of the existing models solely or largely focus on clarifying the numerical data attributes of compute cloud services [10, 11, 12]. In contrast, AoFeCSO employs data properties for much wider specifications. As illustrated in Fig. 3, it deploys diverse data types, including String, Boolean, Data time, etc. According to the different cloud services’ delivery models, the data properties are divided into a series of sub categories. For instance, IaaS compute services have “vCPU core, frequency, memory size, network performance”, etc. PaaS application platform services have “programming language version support, maximum size of application file, maximum total number of file per directory”, etc. SaaS file storage services have “binary difference support, file session support, individual size limit, revision history support”, etc.

In addition, cloud service SLA data is specified with data property assertions. It involves specifications of SLA descriptions, obligations and other relevant terms and conditions, such as “SLA effective date, service commitment, service compensation, service error rate, service credit request, service annual/monthly up time”, etc. [33]. These become a separate complete service data type specification category.

3.3.4 Multi-sourced annotation property assertion

As depicted in Fig. 4, AoFeCSO utilizes annotation properties in a rather different approach against others [5, 34, 35] for entity annotations. It involves annotating not only cloud services, but all other concepts in the ontology, e.g. service models, service characteristics, service properties, CSPs, programming languages, protocols, APIs, etc., regardless of their uniqueness or commonness. In this way, AoFeCSO becomes much more interpretable, even to non-expert users.

Moreover, unlike the existing models which acquire cloud and service (annotation) information from a single knowledge source,
conveys explicit knowledge of cloud service and relevant entities via presenting the granular specifications and details.

Property normalization is done by materializing symmetric and inverse properties, and cleaning the redundant transitive ones where necessary. Several examples of this can be found in AoFeCSO (see Fig. 2), e.g. symmetric properties such as "affects" and "orchestrate with" between cloud service properties, inverse properties such as "controlled by" versus "control over", etc.

As all the above normalizations are applied, AoFeCSO becomes a normalized ontology that is capable of providing diverse cloud service specifications for different (reasoning) needs. Accordingly, the adoption of Reasoning OPs results into considerable valuable queries and new knowledge via ontology reasoning (e.g. entities with similar assertion patterns can be easily categorized, related or differentiated based on customized query or reasoning behaviors).

4. Fuzzy cloud service specification with OWL2 fuzzy extension

To enhance knowledge presentation in terms of capture and revealing the vague/mix/explicit cloud service specifications, this section discusses relevant OWL2 fuzzy extension application.

4.1. Fuzziness notation and representation

To explain how the imprecise specifications are implemented in AoFeCSO under PLN theory, we demonstrate some examples. Dropbox [40] is a cloud storage service that allows users to upload, download, synchronize, and share personal files and folders from different OSs/platforms globally. Obviously, service of the kind would own properties such as "reliability", but "reliability" is a vague term. Further, Dropbox also enables developers to build applications based on the platform; to this extent, it has some PaaS characteristics inexplicably. While both specifications suffer from the degrees of acceptance (truth) issues, these can be well described according to relevant PLN fuzziness presentations. Specifically, they are known as basic first-order and higher-order logical relationships, which denote (values are example fuzzy data obtained from experiment):

- e.g. IntenminalInheritence Dropbox PaaS < [0.3, 0.9] 0.8, 10>
- e.g. Evaluation HasReliability Dropbox < [0.3, 0.9] 0.8, 10>

The above two statements are to be understood as Dropbox is considered to own PaaS characteristics/reliability attribute at a degree within interval of 0.3 and 0.9 with "credibility" (confidence) of 0.8 and "lookahead" of 10 (i.e. from 10 observations). In contrast to PL representation which can only present a single fuzzy degree value, this comprehensively reveals an interval (as the range of the fuzzy weights), a credibility (of the fuzziness) and the number of evidences (collected from observations).

4.2. Fuzzy data collection

While fuzziness can be very subjective, a closely constructed fuzzy ontology would appear to be subjective, and eventually become unideal. To this extent, we take the initiative to involve users to rate their own perception weights for specification applicability in AoFeCSO. This also complies with the data collection and evaluation processes against relevant PLN theories. By using an integrated user-friendly fuzzy rating mechanism, users do not necessarily require any explicit knowledge of knowledge engineering to make the (rating) contribution. Here, the reputation management framework [41] is adopted for the user expertise classifications. Then, for different user expertise levels, we provide fuzzy rating authorization control for appropriate AoFeCSO input, based on the authorization reference illustrated in Table 1. Indeed, the user expertise profile values obtained from other categorization models can be altered if necessary.

Table 1. Fuzzy Weight Rating Authorization Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy weight update</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy interval update</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit fuzzy convention</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See in Table 1, the lower the user’s level (expertise in cloud computing) is, the smaller the degree of change would be triggered: 1) "Beginners" users are not permitted to input/change any AoFeCSO specifications, 2) Users from "Intermediate" level and up are allowed to donate their own fuzzy ratings according to their understanding for the target specifications. If so, accepted fuzzy rating will trigger a series of ontology update actions, where a new fuzzy value will be recalculated based on the historical rating data stored plus the level of the donating user, under relevant PLN theory. 3) In addition, the fuzzy interval will be updated only if the user is at level of advanced or above. 4) Finally, only “Expert” level users are permitted to make an initial fuzzy rating for a certain specification axiom, as this means to convert a regular axiom from explicit to fuzzy for the first time. The algorithm prevents low level users from making critical changes to AoFeCSO whilst it increases the overall credibility of the applied fuzzy specifications.

4.3. Fuzzy axiom assertion and annotation

To illustrate the transformation of regular to fuzzy ontology assertions plus the impact on the respected ontology reasoning, an example is demonstrated in Fig. 5, using Amazon S3 [42]. Basically, as the service may be considered as SaaS, PaaS or IaaS, three regular delivery model specifications would make no difference among each other (“is delivered as some IaaS/PaaS/SaaS”). In other words, regular assertions can only mean an equal degree of truth among such similar axioms. However, this is inappropriate for most of the cases, as users often find some specifications more applicable than others. Considering S3, the majority agrees that it is more a SaaS than PaaS and IaaS (values are obtained from experiments). With the fuzzy rating information, the fuzzy convention is applied, shown in Protégé snapshots in Fig. 5. The extension is then able to reveal that the “PaaS” delivery model for Amazon S3 is considered to be vague (minority agrees only) with an overall weighted average value of “0.21200001f” (“f” stands for Float).

Here, since the fuzzy extension is applied with regular OWL2 data property (with rdfs:Literal schema), after the conversion, the weight-combined axiom becomes an axiom that intersects the original object property assertion and its fuzzy weight data property assertion. This also follows standard OWL2 syntax. As a result, such fuzziness-embedded ontology supports native OWL2 DL reasoner such as FaCT++ [43] and HermiT [44] (see the reasoned/inferred axiom in Fig. 5).

Meanwhile, apart from the fuzzy weight value added onto the original axiom, complete fuzziness data including all historical fuzzy rating information is presented in the annotation field of the fuzzy-extended axiom (see “Annotations” in Fig. 5). With respect to PLN fuzzy data representation, the “Interval” concludes the fuzzy weight interval of the historical rating ranges; the “Credibility” captures the up-to-date credibility of the fuzzy weight ratings; the “Count”, which indicates the current total number of ratings, is also known as the “lookahead” value. Additionally, historical detailed rating data for each eligible user expertise level is stored, which comprises the average values and counts for “Intermediate”, “Advanced” and “Expert” users respectively.
Let FW represents fuzzy weight, C<sub>overall</sub> represents the overall credibility, the equations for fuzzy weight and credibility calculation take the form:

\[
FW = \frac{R_1 + C_W \cdot N_E}{N_1}
\]

\[
C_{overall} = \frac{C_W + C_{inter} + C_{adv} + C_{exp}}{N_1 + N_2 + N_E}
\]

where

\[
R_1 = \frac{N_1}{N_1}
\]

\[
R_A = \frac{N_A}{N_A}
\]

\[
R_E = \frac{N_E}{N_E}
\]

Here \( R_1, R_A, \) and \( R_E \) represent the average rating values of “Intermediate”, “Advanced” and “Expert” users respectively, for each ratings \( R_1, R_A, \) and \( R_E \); \( C_W, C_{inter} , C_{adv} \) and \( C_{exp} \) represent the credibility values of each respected user levels; \( N_1, N_2 \) and \( N_E \) represent the number of total ratings of the different user levels. From the equations, it can be seen that whenever a new rating is accepted, the fuzzy weight and overall credibility is recalculated whilst a series of detailed data fields are updated.

### 4.4. Fuzzy axiom management

The process of ontology fuzzy modification is described as follows. When a new fuzzy rating is detected, it is first verified against the authorization control specified in Section 4.2. Afterwards, in case of an initial fuzzy weight assertion (explicit-to-fuzzy conversion), a series of fuzziness statements and parameters are created in the format illustrated in Section 4.3 at first. Due to the fact that it is the first rating, the credibility would be 100% whilst the interval is set to +/-0.10% of the rating value. Followed by that, an ad-hoc data property is created using a name which combines the name of the object property and class plus the word “Weight”, indicating this is a specific restriction applied onto the target axiom. The value of the ad-hoc data property, also known as the fuzzy weight, is simply the rating entered by the expert user.

For fuzzy weight update, the existing fuzziness data is retrieved and validated at first. Then, based on the new rating, appropriate fields are updated according to (3). As the updates complete, a new fuzzy weight and the overall credibility value are recalculated using (1) and (2). 

While all fields of the detailed fuzziness data and fuzzy axioms are successfully created/updated, a fuzzy annotation label is also prepared for the fuzzy axiom, based on the new fuzzy parameters as well as the nature of the axiom: e.g. with a weight of (0.0,0.5)/[0.5,1), “STRONG/WEAK” on a service property axiom suggests that the cloud service is strongly/weakly considered to own the property; “DIRECT/INDIRECT” for a service functionality axiom implies such is a primary/secondary function of the service; “MAIN/ALSO” over other assertions state that the assertions are mainly/also argued as such. These further explanations help users better understand the fuzzy weight values with respect to the nature of the information they reveal.

Next, all above updated contents are imported to a temporary ontology where the relevant contents are modified. If there is no error occurred after the updates, the reasoning process will be initiated to check for any inconsistency or new inferred axioms. Here, any new inferred axioms, if it exists, will also be saved to the ontology, whereas the original ontology data will be restored.

**Fig. 5. Fuzzy conversion, annotation and reasoning in AoFeCSO**
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if there is any updating/saving error occurred or inconsistency detected.

Additionally, all the fuzzy extensions (fuzzy weight axioms, rating information annotation) can be eliminated, if some prefer a typical/traditional cloud service ontology (with agility-centric design). This is done by removing the fuzziness data properties plus the relevant fuzzy annotations. As the fuzziness axioms are not closely related with the core ontology architecture, this will not affect the original explicit knowledge presentation.

5. Prototype implementation

CSR prototype is implemented in Java. As depicted in Fig. 6, it comprises Active Ontology Manager, Authorization Manager, Service Search & Recommendation Engine and User Interface four main components.

5.1. System components

User Accounts and Profiles Database stores user account data, which is used for Authorization Manager to authorize actions such as service information access, recommendation and fuzzy rating actions. Basically, all users can access the service specifications via Service Seeker, Service Explorer and Service Recommender; yet for inputting fuzzy ratings, restricted controls are applied according to users’ expertise levels (based on Table1).

Service Search and Recommendation Engine takes input of both user’s preference entries and their profiles to provide service search and recommendation functions. Through pre-set SPARQL query clauses and API queries, service discovery is implemented by collecting services for keyword/filter matches; service recommendation is performed by evaluating services’ specifications against user weighted importance factors.

User Interface consists of Account Manager, Service Explorer, Service Recommender, and Service Seeker interfaces. Account Manager allows users to fill in and edit their account and profile details. Service Seeker provides flexible service search and filter options. Service Recommender produces service lists and recommendation ratios based on user-defined recommendation conditions. Service Explorer presents service specifications through a number of tabs, i.e. General Description, General Attributes, Detailed Attributes, and Agility Breakdown.

Active Ontology Manager manages AoFeCSO through OWL API [45]. It incorporates Entity and Axiom Manager, Ontology Reasoning Manager, Ontology Evolution Engine, Service Search & Recommendation Engine, and Revision and Rollback Manager four subcomponents. Entity and Axiom Manager interprets the ontology axioms whilst it makes changes to them according to certain user requests. It deals with both regular and fuzzy ontology specification interpretation and modification tasks. Ontology Reasoning Manager handles ontology consistency checks and inference controls through binding OWL2 reasoner. The reasoner adopted here is FaCT++, due to its faster response plus better syntax and property characteristics support [43]. In case of ontology specification modification, a temporary ontology copy will be created at first, whereas Ontology Evolution Engine will attempt to discover new knowledge through reasoning inference automatically: as the reasoning process is complete, the consistent temporary ontology plus any new inferred axioms (specifications) will be saved and then replace the active ontology. This is how AoFeCSO evolves progressively while remaining absolute consistency. Revision and Rollback Manager maintains and conserves redundant ontology copies, i.e. Historical Ontology Copies. This enables ontology recovery in case of failures occurred during modification.

5.2. Service profile (agility) evaluation

The evaluation of a cloud service’s agility is based on all the specifications that are relevant to the service. An agility score is calculated according to three evaluation criteria. Let PA, SA and TA represent primary, secondary and tertiary agility aspects, the assessing equation takes the form:

\[
\text{AgilityScore} = PA + FW_{SA} \times \sum_{i=1}^{n_{1}} SA_{i} + FW_{TA} \times \sum_{i=1}^{n_{2}} TA_{i}
\]

where \(n_{1}\) and \(n_{2}\) are the total numbers of the secondary and tertiary aspects found, \(FW_{SA}\) is the asserted fuzzy weight of the aspect.

Basically, primary agility criterion accounts for 50% of a service’s agility score, which is determined by the service’s function utilities (e.g. resource/platform/software provisions, etc.). Secondary agility criterion takes 40% of the total agility score, which is decided based on the service’s main characteristics and features (e.g. scalability, elasticity, API, OS/programming language support, etc.). Tertiary agility criterion makes up the rest 10%. It tracks the total number of other service attributes that are regarded weakly relevant to agility (e.g. logging access, application deployment support, migration and transition support, customer service and negotiation support, etc.).

5.3. Service recommendation

Cloud service recommendation is implemented based on user selected weighted recommendation keywords. The process starts by asking for relevant information (keywords) for the target cloud services. The keywords can be of any categories, e.g. services’ functions, features, characteristics, etc. The selectable keywords are arranged in a hierarchical layout according to relevant structure/relationships defined in AoFeCSO. Further, to assist users in understanding the unfamiliar terminology, multi-sourced annotation explanations of the keywords are retrieved and displayed.

During the selection process, users can specify the degrees of importance for each keyword selected. With the list of the weighted recommendation keywords, the recommendation engine scans AoFeCSO and analyzes all the specifications for each candidate cloud service. Then, for the services which comply with the keywords, recommendation ratios are calculated and displayed:

\[
\text{Ratio(Service}_i) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n_{1}} k_{SA_{i}} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{2}} k_{TA_{i}} + k_{FW_{SA}}}{n_{i}}
\]
where $I_k$ is the main importance degree of the home service keywords category, $N_k$ is the number of the home categories selected, $I_s$ is the sub importance degree of the sub service keywords, $FW_I$ is the fuzzy weight of the encountered service specification if applicable, $n_i$ is the total number of the sub keywords selected for recommendation.

Finally, a recommendation result is produced. It contains a list of cloud services which are accompanied by certain computed recommendation ratios. The ratios indicate the applicability that the recommended cloud service would fit for the specified weighted service requirements.

5.4. Component interactions

The main interactions among the above system components are seen as follows. Basically, any ontology modification requests must go through authorization checks at first. Ontology Reasoning Manager is called every time AoFeCSO is successfully updated, either by Entity and Axiom Manager (due to new information added) or Ontology Evolution Engine (due to any new ontology copy saved). Then, 1) if the temporary ontology is inconsistent, it will notify Entity and Axiom Manager to discard the temporary ontology and changes and tell the users the inconsistency along with the cause; 2) if the temporary ontology is consistent and free from new inferred knowledge, it will be forwarded to Ontology Evolution Engine where it will be deployed and take place of the current live ontology; 3) if the temporary ontology is consistent with the updates whilst there are new inferred axioms, the details will be sent back to Entity and Axiom Manager to notify the system user, where upon acceptance the temporary ontology along with the inferred axioms will be saved. Revision and Rollback Manager only receives calls from Ontology Evolution Engine when it fails to deploy the new ontology with the updates. Furthermore, the system components are controlled with a deadlock and queuing mechanism, which prevents possible concurrent actions during the ontology modification, temporary ontology creation, reasoning processes, and ontology replacement processes.

6. Case study

To illustrate how AoFeCSO captures cloud service specifications and how the information can be interpreted for cloud service search, recommendation and retrieval tasks, we provide a case study using Google AppEngine [46] (see Fig. 8).

6.1. Cloud service search with keywords and filters

With the stored service specifications, the search functions are provided with two main processes: keyword-based search and restriction filter. The former attempts to find any cloud services which are relevant to the entered service information. The latter seeks services which fulfill the applied restriction information. Here, in case of multiple keywords, any services with at least one (word) match would be selected; if multiple restriction filters are used, only the services which satisfy all the filters would be selected. The two processes can be used together or separately.

Fig. 7 demonstrates that a user enters “PaaS, elasticity, database”, etc. words, the search would output all cloud services which are specified as PaaS, or with elasticity, or directly/indirectly offers database functions, etc., from applicable CSPs. Then, as a series of filters are deployed, the service search result lists are reduced based on whether they would fit into the restrictions. Users can freely use the given filter terms (which are acquired from AoFeCSO), or insert customize restrictions using texts, numerical values and symbols. As a result, the proposed approach enables much more flexible cloud service search.

6.2. Cloud service recommendation with ratios

The recommendation result demonstrated in Fig. 7 is obtained from a series of weighted service information keywords (displayed at the top of the "recommendation" panel).

The ratios next to the recommended services reveal how well the candidates fit into the recommendation profile. The example demonstrates that PaaS services like IBM SmartCloud [47] and AppEngine have the highest applicability for those selected weighted keywords. As a user selects a service, the relevant service specifications will be displayed on the right, indicating the details of the ratio constitution.

6.3. Cloud service retrieval

Fig. 8 shows examples of CSR (Service Explorer tabs) displaying AppEngine specifications. The specifications are dynamically retrieved from AoFeCSO and are arranged into a series of categories.

(1) Cloud service descriptions, which are modelled with entity annotation assertions, are displayed on the “General Description” tab. For the AppEngine example, there are two descriptions originated from two sources: “Wiki” and “Official”.

(2) General cloud service attributes, which are modelled with entity superclass assertions, are interpreted in the “General Attributes” tab. This often involves the service delivery model, deployment type, function, feature, etc. specifications. For instance, AppEngine belongs to “PaaS” and “Public Cloud”; it has functions of “Application Development & Testing”; it has features of “Adaptability” and “Application Development Support”. Further, for specifications which are considered to be useful.

Fig. 7. CSR Screenshots for cloud service search and recommendation
explicit, users can view/edit their truth degrees. The “STRONG” and the example fuzzy weight information suggests that AppEngine offers good “Application Development Support” features.

(3) For any details regarding cloud service general attributes or specific specifications, they are to be found on the “Detailed Attribute” tab. For instance, AppEngine is capable of orchestrating with other cloud services such as “Amazon EC2”, “CloudBee Java Platform”, “Google Drive”, etc. It supports multiple programming languages including “Java”, “PHP”, “Python”, etc. It has scalable VM instance type of “B1”, “B2”, “F4”, etc. whilst it offers scaling type of “Automatic Scaling”, “Basic Scaling” and “Manual Scaling”. It supports Java platform feature of “JVM 7 (sandboxed)”. It has a maximum static file size limit of “32MB”. Such data is modelled with the individual’s object property and data property assertion in AoFeCSO, which guarantees the accuracy of the specification semantics and knowledge presentation.

(4) Finally, all of the service specifications are evaluated, which are then used to produce its overall agility score. The score plus relevant agility constitutions are summarized in the “Agility Breakdown” tab. Consequently, the series of dynamically retrieved and arranged service specifications suggest that the proposed approach can adequately capture and present a variety of cloud service information for AppEngine.

7. Evaluation and discussion

For evaluation, we discuss a series of aspects according to state-of-the-art ontology evaluation approaches [48, 49].

7.1. Domain coverage

In ontology evaluation, domain coverage attempts to justify the ontology knowledge coverage in contrast with other modelling practices (e.g. existing gold standard ontologies, other model sources, etc.) [49]. Here, we compare AoFeCSO with a number of existing cloud (service) ontologies in terms of both the coverage scale and the details.

Table 2 summarized the domain coverage scales of both existing cloud (service) ontologies. Indeed, most of the existing ontologies often concentrate on specific service delivery models.
Hence, they would present only partial knowledge of certain service categories. Only AoFeCSO and mOSAIC cover the entire cloud service models. The main differences between the two ontologies are seen twofold: 1) AoFeCSO does not involve any CSC requirement aspects whilst mOSAIC does not provide cloud service billing specifications. 2) AoFeCSO provides focus-neutral specifications and would not over-concentrate on any specific cloud service models for details; in contrast, mOSAIC lacks some SaaS descriptions. Accordingly, these suggest that the proposed ontology owns a competent domain coverage.

7.2 Quality of modelling

Ontology modelling quality is often assessed based on its syntactic, structural and semantic quality aspects [50], where the logical consistency must be guaranteed. AoFeCSO is (initially) built using Protégé. This means that it follows formal OWL2 syntactic features for axiom assertions. Table 3 describes the details of AoFeCSO in terms of the total numbers of classes, individuals, object properties, data properties, annotations, axioms, plus its DL expressivity. As an active ontology, its DL consistency has been automatically verified (by FaCT++) whenever any new information is added.

AoFeCSO adopts Reasoning OPs. It has been kept to the series of ontology normalization processes through the construction cycle. While this not only guarantees the standard and quality of the ontology, it also drives the desired reasoning outcome, e.g. inferred cloud (service) entity specifications such as inferred membership functions, property constraints and other object relationships.

7.3 Suitability for service retrieval and recommendation tasks

For the suitability evaluation, we compare the AoFeCSO with other existing service specification models for service retrieval and recommendation tasks.

Regarding the suitability of the service recommendation tasks, the proposed approach is found to be advanced in three main aspects (refer to Table 4): I) It facilitates a user-friendly recommendation process due to the comprehensive keywords annotation presentation, whilst this assistance feature is seldom available in other cloud service recommendation tools. II) It is by far the first tool that provides comprehensive service recommendation functions for diverse service models and categories. III) The recommendation functions consider the fuzziness occurred in cloud service specifications; this enables a clearer view of the small differences between similar cloud services through more precise service recommendation ratios.
Additionally, as Table 5 summarizes, the proposed approach is able to capture and present extended service specifications from a variety of aspects, e.g. to show multiple service model information, explaining granular details of service attributes, revealing service attribute connections, and processing fuzzy service specifications. Fundamentally, we argue that other existing work is held back by their conventional inflexible model definition and implementation, whereas our approach rests on a loosely-coupled class and relation hierarchy.

Concluded from the above case study and comparison data, AoFeCSO and CSR offer distinguished effectiveness for cloud specification processing with regard to the full range service recommendation and retrieval tasks.

7.4. Adoption and use

In addition to the present use, AoFeCSO is also actively involved in a number of research projects. Indeed, its knowledge is being widely used for recent cloud service orchestration [51] and brokerage [52] studies. While being adopted to assist service optimization tasks, it can provide adequate semantic support to compare cloud services with similar functions, features, characteristics, etc. Further, as being used for service brokerage tasks, it would greatly enhance service matchmaking for cloud (resource) interoperability enablement. Indeed, the comprehensive service specifications across multiple abstraction layers make it a preferred knowledge for a wide range of service selection-relevant tasks.

8. Related work

8.1. Ontology-based knowledge representation on web services and cloud

In the last decades, XML-based modelling specifications have been widely utilized in semantic web services. Indeed, while describing service resources, functions, properties, etc., the RDF vocabulary and syntax provide a structured data presentation which can be effectively interpreted and processed. This enables and enhances relevant service discovery, selection, matchmaking, and composition tasks for a variety of purposes [51, 54]. OWL, as an advanced semantic modelling language from this origin, offers even more features mainly due to its further DL reasoning capabilities [6].

Particularly, research on cloud computing/service semantic modeling involves various ontological approaches, such as single ontology [9], multiple-layered ontologies [7] and multiple ontologies [10], etc. The semantic platform for cloud service annotation and retrieval [8] utilizes multiple ontologies of different domains. Being advanced in its annotation term extraction and indexing techniques plus the integrated ontology evolution module, it can implement ontology updates according to the service concept information found on Wikipedia. In their incremental work [34], GATE [55] is employed for automatic service annotation and ontology evolution. Nonetheless, a limitation is that annotation specification update does not affect the ontology structure or any other assertions, as they do not participate in ontology reasoning process.

Alternatively, other work (e.g. [11, 56]) employs class, object property and data property assertions with relevant DL rules and inference in the proposed ontologies. Nevertheless, most of the models are primarily designed to work for certain limited service categories: e.g. infrastructure services [10, 11, 12, 32], platform services [9, 56] and software services [8, 34]. FCFA [10], for instance, is a hierarchical federated resource exploration and sharing framework model which drives federated cloud cooperation and eliminates interoperability among independent organizations and providers. The model only concentrates on the relationships between organizations and communities in terms of federation contracts, SLA agreements, the various physical and virtual resource properties, etc. CoCoOn [11] is an infrastructure service model which comprises both functional and non-functional specifications of cloud virtual machine (VM) and storage resource aspects; it still does not involve service information across wider resource abstraction levels. Although Cloud Ontology [12] is able to specify service information of a variety of cloud services, it only discloses some basic aspects regarding the diverse service functions and levels.

In fact, for the existing models, the cloud computing/service concept specifications are seldom established evenly across multiple abstraction levels and service function categories. Indeed, except mosaic [4], very few ontologies touch the explicit details of both functional and non-functional properties of diverse cloud services types. Besides, no other ontology attempts to specify the several service agility aspects or the most appropriate specifications through fuzzy extensions; none of the current practices supports collaborative model editing for the field.

8.2. Cloud service recommendation systems

Existing service recommendation/discovery systems/tools are seen limited in terms of their overall applicability, flexibility and comprehensiveness. Some [11, 32] are found focusing on IaaS-centric service recommendation. Specifically, CSDS [32] presents a discovery system for VM services according to search parameters such as virtual CPU architecture/frequency, memory/storage size, network parameter, operating system (OS), etc. CloudRecommender [11] offers enhanced functions which accept both functional and non-functional service properties as recommendation requirements. Nonetheless, due to their limited service category applicability, the two systems cannot facilitate comprehensive service recommendation in a wider domain (e.g. PaaS and SaaS). Differently, the cloud repository and discovery framework [9] advocates a cloud service recommendation approach based on a business and cloud service combined ontology. However, since the recommendation is implemented through querying business-relevant service properties, it implies that the recommendation process would be excessively business-focused. Cloudle [12] can produce a list of discovered services along with their similarity values from several services types by offering diverse search criteria and options such as cost, time, function, technical requirements, etc. Yet, the similarity computation relies on purely numerical service properties and, therefore it still cannot effectively handle comprehensive service specification. On the other hand, non-ontology-based service recommendation system, like the collaborative service recommender mechanism [57], is an alternative that specifically deals with service matchmaking through consumer rated service qualities against users' profiles. Yet due to the prototype mostly concentrated on non-functional service aspects (e.g. response time, availability, price, etc.), the limited functional requirement processing capability would result into poor overall service recommendation.

Indeed, currently there is not a comprehensive means of cloud service search, retrieval and recommendation which covers a diversity of service/application domains, whereas none existing tool attempts to involve search/recommendation requirements regarding any details regarding the unique (agility) aspects of cloud services, e.g. scalability, adaptability, interoperability, etc.

8.3. Ontology fuzzy extensions

On the basis of the FL theories, a series of OWL/OWL2 fuzzy extension techniques propagate. FuzzyOWL2Ontology [59] advocates a merging approach to import the fuzzy representations, which are wrapped as ontology entities, to the target ontology for fuzziness expression. The drawback is the limited support of complicated fuzzy scenarios plus the considerable extra overhead. In contrast, new syntax-based fuzzy extension [60] is proposed where the primitive OWL2 syntax is extended with “owl:x:degree”, “owl:x:ineqType”, etc. elements.
Nevertheless, without specific extension mechanism/plug-in support (for fuzzy assertion and interpretation), the modification has little compatibility with main stream OWL/OWL2 tools. The annotation-based fuzzy extension [21] presents another approach, seen as to place the fuzziness in OWL2 annotations. With comprehensive fuzzy set and relation theory support using “fowl” and “fuzzyOWL2” syntax, a Protégé plug-in is developed for easy fuzzy modification and illustration. Yet, fuzzy annotations would only provide entity fuzzy descriptions whilst they do not influence any other property assertions in the ontology.

As all the above approaches remain unidial, the OWL2 natively supported fuzzy extension [22] demonstrates a promising technique by using fuzzy tag-like modifications.

The extension employs no further new syntax but only OWL2 data property assertions. This brings a series of advantages: the fuzzy extended ontology is interpretable by all mainstream OWL2 tools and reasoning engines; the asserted fuzziness can trigger ontology (reasoning) inference changes. Due to the advances, we advocate its extended version along with relevant PLN theory support for ontology fuzzy specification in AoFeCOSO.

To summarize, existing cloud computing/service semantic models are often based on unbalanced and incomprehensive service and concept specification establishment. For most of them, explicit details regarding services’ characteristics, properties and relationships are missing. Moreover, no existing model involves the specification and presentation of cloud service fuzziness. Consequently, there are limitations in terms of the comprehensiveness and depth of the knowledge represented; particularly, they fail to deal with service agility across the abstraction levels and the service categories. These issues prevent current service recommendation systems from providing the most effective cloud service recommendation functions. In fact, fundamentally, this is very likely caused by the conventional inflexible design accompanied by the DL-consistent nature of OWL ontology. From a range of proposed FL-based ontology fuzzy extensions, we adopt the new PLN-based OWL2 natively supported fuzzy extension to develop the loosely-coupled and agility-oriented cloud service model and the resultant service recommendation system. As such fuzziness is imported in a collaborative manner (via fuzzy ratings), the proposed approach ought to achieve an ultimate cloud service semantic model towards comprehensive and flexible service search, retrieval and recommendation.

9. Conclusions and future work

The continuously propagated cloud services have imposed strong requirements for cloud service specification models and service recommendation systems. Meanwhile, existing cloud computing/service models cannot cover the diverse cloud service concepts and their interactions across different function categories and abstraction levels. The existing cloud service recommendation tools would not handle the unique cloud service characteristics, properties and orchestrations.

This paper presents a novel cloud service semantic model named AoFeCOSO. It adopts loosely-coupled, agility-oriented and fuzziness-embedded deployment by introducing multiple sourced annotation assertions, functionally categorized data property assertions, and explicit cloud service concept relations. Additionally, in contrast with existing models which are managed exclusively and statically, AoFeCOSO is maintained collaboratively and can evolve accordingly. Users can not only explore the model, but also contribute their own knowledge to it interactively. This significantly enhances the specification and presentation of cloud service information.

A prototype CSR tool is developed on top of AoFeCOSO for collaborative service search, retrieval and recommendation tasks. The case studies and evaluation suggest that the model and tool can overcome the various existing limitations with effective service search and recommendation assistance. Although currently AoFeCOSO has not many use and reuse applications, this is mainly due to its short establishment.

The future work will target at extending the proposed model by enabling further model collaboration and evolution, e.g. to allow CSBS to add services, change service specifications, etc.; to allow CSBs to specify service interactions and orchestrations, etc.; to allow CSCs to complete service usability ratings, reviews, etc. An open fuzzy specification handling API is to be provided to assist the collaboration. We believe this collaborative manner of cloud service model specification, maintenance and update to be a distinguished means in providing knowledge sources for ultimate service search, retrieval and recommendation tasks.

Further, the prototype tool can be enhanced with some user-centric functions. This can be achieved by meeting the specific needs and knowledge based on different user expertise levels.
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